Influence of benzalkonium chloride on the dissolution rate behavior of several solid-phase preparations of cholesterol in bile acid solutions.
Cholesterol dissolution rate accelerators, such as benzalkonium chloride, function by reducing the interfacial barrier that exists between the negatively-charged bile acid micelle and the negatively-charged cholesterol surface. It has been proposed that this reaction is accomplished by the binding of the positively-charged accelerator to the negatively-charged micelle. An earlier report showed that different solid preparations of cholesterol give different dissolution rates under the same conditions and these differences can be primarily accounted for by variations in the interfacial transport constant (P). By using the rotating disk dissolution apparatus and the Levich theory it has been possible to study the dissolution behavior of different cholesterol solid phases as a function of the benzalkonium chloride concentration. It was shown that the ratios of P values for the different phases are relatively constant over the range of the accelerator concentrations. This suggests that the accelerators act primarily on the micelle to enhance dissolution rate.